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The magnitude of death and destruction in this event
require special measures for leaders to deal with their own
stress. Leadership is paramount in maintaining organized,
efﬁcient work for continuity of efforts and recovery.
Remember that jurisdictional issues between ofﬁces will
always be present and will not be easily resolved due to
conﬂicts between tasks. One of the risks with a task of this
magnitude is leaders being aware of their own levels of
stress and taking appropriate measures before problems
begin. In order to take care of others you must ﬁrst take
care of yourself.
It is difﬁcult to predict the kinds of psychological
problems that any individual leader will have, however,
the following management plan can help minimize later
difﬁculties:
■ To reduce stress it is critical to lead by example.

■ If possible, return home for food and sleep.
■ Drink and eat on a regular schedule — take every

opportunity to assure that you are hydrated.
■ Drink BEFORE you are thirsty.
■ Avoid all beverages containing alcohol.
■ Avoid smoking.
■ Caffeine is the only safe stimulant but do not forget that

it can jangle nerves and dehydrate you.
■ In a time of terrible demand, moderation is still a

virtue.
■ When you notice that others are stressed assume that

you are stressed.
■ Identify a trusted co-worker who can evaluate your level

of effectiveness and consult with them on a daily basis.

■ Establish a work-rest schedule for yourself and follow it.

■ Provide a similar service to a co-worker who trusts you.

■ Get off your feet during breaks.

■ Communicate clearly in an optimistic manner but be

■ Provide a rest area for yourself with ﬂuids and food and

protection from news media and onlookers.
■ Provide a minimum of 4 hours of sleep during each 24

hour period.

sure to identify mistakes clearly for yourself and others
and correct them.
■ Compliments can serve as powerful motivators and

stress moderators.
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